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Tasks:
1) Very detailed UI, but can be confusing at times with the entire survey since there is no sense of direction for those who do not play Dungeon World. Other than that creating a monster was relatively easy and several monsters were created with no hassle. For a quick tip, I’m not positive that the survey questions are required but if so maybe limit the user from moving on to the next question until the previous one is filled in or valid.

2) Again creating monster was easy, but somewhat repetitive since the first monster was created in a similar way.

3) Good UI for downloading from Cotex. Extremely detailed in a sense and may need to be revised as it took awhile before I understood where to download the “Skelton in a Barrel” and how to add a GM note to a textbox that looks like you can type in it.

Heuristics Evaluations:
1. Simple and Natural Dialog
   a. Positive: N/A
   b. Negative: Very detailed, and needs to be simplified. Hard to navigate at times and maybe hard for the average user not use to Dungeon World.

2. Speak the User’s Language
   a. Positive: Speaks users language, and contains little to none technological terms.
   b. Negative: N/A

3. Minimize User Memory Load
   a. Positive: Good use with buttons, checkboxes, textboxes etc.
   b. Negative: N/A

4. Consistency
   a. Positive: Consistent throughout the entire UI, cluttered but consistent.
   b. Negative: N/A

5. Feedback
   a. Positive: Provides some feedback but more user feedback is preferred especially when a user presses the wrong button.
   b. Negative: Some navigation may need some feedback popups.

6. Clearly Marked Exits
   a. Positive: All exits are clearly marked.
   b. Negative: N/A

7. Shortcuts
   a. Positive: N/A
b. Negative: No shortcuts in creating a monster are featured, especially throughout the survey portion.

8. Good Error Messages
   a. Positive: N/A
   b. Negative: I didn’t come across any error message.

9. Prevent Errors
   a. Positive: N/A
   b. Negative: UI is easy to make errors and I find it hard to navigate at times, constantly clicking between screens and buttons.

10. Help and Documentation
    a. Positive: N/A
    b. Negative: No real briefing was supplied and no documentation for help was available.